
AGM700
Professional gaming mouse with 16,000 DPI, 400 IPS and 50G

Pixart 3389 gaming sensor with 16,000 DPI resolution
Speed and precision in one: The Pixart 16,000 sensor gives the AGM700 outstanding 16,000 DPI (dots per
inch), 400 IPS and an acceleration speed of 50G. These features enable you to be incredibly fast and
extremely precise at the same time. On top of that, the mouse features an on the flight DPI switch with
which you can adjust the sensitivity immediately to your needs. Be ahead of your opponents at super-high
speed!

RGB
No matter what your gaming setup looks like, your new gear is 100% guaranteed to fit in visually: 16.8M
RGB customisable backlightolours let you choose whatever shade you prefer and you can change it at any
time.

Omron Switches
With Omron switches that allow up to 50 million keystrokes, the AGM700 is made to last. The mouse
withstands even the most intense usage and keeps its precise mechanics thanks to its long durability.

Adjustable DPI Sniper Button and on the flight DPI switch
Not every scenario in-game requires the same DPI. The on the flight DPI switch lets you adjust your
sensitivity immediately, so you have constantly complete control over your motions.

If you are an avid shooter player, you can profit from the dedicated DPI sniper button: While aiming
through a scope, you can quickly make use of the sniper button which scales down the DPI. The lower
sensitivity makes aiming a lot easier, so you’ll never miss the mark.

Advanced weight tuning system
A set of five additional weight modules with 5g per unit lets you tune your mouse to give you the perfect
handling. Not only can you adjust the weight to your personal liking, you can also benefit from different
weights depending on which game you want to play: A lighter mouse elevates your skill if you need fast
reactions, a heavier mouse gives you more control when exact motions are needed.
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General

Model name AGM700

SKU AGM700DRCR/01

EAN 4038986638906

Product Line AOC Gaming

Channel B2C

Section Gaming

AGON ✔

Launch date 2020-07-16T22:00:00+00:00

 

Sensor information

Sensor Pixart PWM3389

Sensor Type Optical

DPI 16000 Real DPI

IPS 400 IPS

Acceleration 50G

Polling Rate 1000 Hz, 1ms

 

Product Information

Shape Ergonomic, Right handed

Grip Style Palm

Mouse Button Type Omron

Number of Buttons 8 (8 programmable)

On Board Memory 3 profiles

Illumination 16.8 million customizable colors

Light sync FX ✔

Adjustable Weight System Yes, up to 25g (5x 5g)

 

Connectivity

Connectivity Wired USB 2.0

Cable Type Braided Fiber

Cable Length 1.8 m

 

Compatibility

Software AOC G-Tools (Windows 7 or newer)

Operation system Mac, Windows

 

Warranty

Warranty Period 2 Years

 

Approbations / Regulations

CE ✔

EAC ✔
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Dimensions / Weights

Product Dimensions (WxHxD) mm 123.8 x 63.4 x 37.9 mm mm

Product weight 148 g

Product weight (mouse only) 109.4 g

Packaging Dimensions (WxHxD) mm 190 x 135 x 45 mm mm

Packaging Weight 276.8 g

 

What's in the box?

What's in the box? Gaming mouse, User Manual
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